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Abstract—As Autonomous Vehicle (AV) development has pro-
gressed, concerns regarding the safety of passengers and agents
in their environment have risen. Each real-world traffic collision
involving autonomously controlled vehicles has compounded
this concern. Open source autonomous driving implementations
show a software architecture with complex interdependent tasks,
heavily reliant on machine learning and Deep Neural Networks
(DNN), which are vulnerable to non-deterministic faults and
corner cases. These complex subsystems work together to fulfill
the mission of the AV while also maintaining safety. Although
significant improvements are being made towards increasing the
empirical reliability and confidence in these systems, the inherent
limitations of DNN verification create an, as yet, insurmountable
challenge in providing deterministic safety guarantees in AV.

We propose Synergistic Redundancy (SR), a safety architec-
ture for complex cyber-physical systems, e.g., AV. SR provides
verifiable safety guarantees against specific faults by decoupling
the mission and safety tasks of the system. Simultaneous to inde-
pendently fulfilling their primary roles, the partially functionally
redundant mission and safety tasks are able to aid each other,
synergistically improving the combined system. The synergistic
safety layer uses only verifiable and logically analyzable soft-
ware to fulfill its safety tasks, ensuring reliable operation and
certifiable behavior. Close coordination with the mission layer
allows easier and early detection of safety-critical faults in the
system. Due to the separation of mission and safety concerns,
simplifying the mission layer’s optimization goals improves its
design. SR provides a safe architecture for the deployment
of high-performance, although inherently unverifiable, machine
learning software within its mission layer. In this work, we
first present the design and features of the SR architecture and
then evaluate the efficacy of the solution above using industrial
simulators, focusing on the crucial problem of obstacle existence
detection faults in AV. Our system achieves predictable safety
limits and deterministic safe behavior when within these limits.

Index Terms—Autonomous Vehicles, Software Reliability, Soft-
ware Safety, Robustness, Fault Tolerance, Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems

I. INTRODUCTION

The dream of fully Autonomous Vehicles (AV) is close to
turning into reality [1]. Deep learning enabled breakthroughs
in environment perception and path planning [2], coupled
with the development of advanced computing platforms for
AV [3], [4], have forged a path forward to realizing completely
autonomous self-driving, i.e., Level 5 autonomy [5]. Full driv-
ing automation, when safe and secure, can improve and save
lives [6], [7]. Despite the rapid advancements and proliferation
of AV prototypes, the technological path to collision-free safe
AV remains unclear [8]–[11]. There have been many casualties
where autonomous driving systems, albeit incapable of full
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Fig. 1: An overview of SR architecture. The Mission layer is
a complex autonomous agent responsible for all tasks required
to fulfill the mission of the system, e.g., perception, planning,
and control. The Safety layer uses verifiable and logically
analyzable software only. It includes Algorithms that provide
deterministic guarantees and Fault handlers that determine
faults and take corrective actions. The layers exchange inter-
mediate outputs and make available their capabilities to each
other to enable cooperative synergies.

autonomy, are known or suspected to be a contributing factor
in the traffic collisions [12]–[15].

Based on available information, these collisions may have
been completely avoided, or at the least, their impact reduced
had an ideal autonomous driving agent correctly detected
the existence of obstacles in the vicinity of the vehicle and
responded to them. So how do we get closer to this ideal? We
assert that an inherent limitation of traditional autonomous
driving agents is that the responsibilities of mission (naviga-
tion) and safety (collision avoidance) are diffused throughout
the system. Without the separation between mission-critical
and safety-critical tasks, the optimization goals of the system
become ill-formed. Worse, without separation, the safety prob-
lem becomes intermingled and convoluted. Hence in classical
control applications, the safety-critical tasks and mission-
critical tasks are decoupled in popular architectures [16], [17].

An example of this intermingling are the Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) for object detection in AV [2], [18]–[24].
These solutions couple the tasks of identifying object ex-
istence and class e.g., vehicle or pedestrian. This approach
works incredibly well for mission-critical systems, enabling
a plethora of new applications, including AV. However, in
safety-critical systems where obstacle existence detection is a
necessary requirement, while object classification is not [25],
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this inter-dependency between the two can result in errors from
one task e.g., object classification, to cause critical faults in the
other i.e., obstacle existence detection [13]. Furthermore, the
intermingled complex tasks then require complex solutions.
While DNN has been deployed quite successfully to fulfill
these complex requirements, their inherent limitations for
complete verification and analysis [10], [11], [26]–[29] make
them unsuitable for safety-critical tasks.

This paper presents Synergistic Redundancy (SR), a sys-
tem architecture that decouples mission-critical and safety-
critical tasks while simultaneously leveraging close coor-
dination and cooperative synergies between these partially
functionally redundant tasks. In SR, a synergistic safety
layer1 implements various logically analyzable and verifiable,
therefore certifiable, algorithms as required for safety-critical
software [30], [31]. The algorithms fulfill the minimal func-
tionality required to identify, correct or limit safety-critical
faults. DNN for perception, planning, localization, and control
along with other related tasks, inhabit the mission layer,
fulfilling all aspects of the mission of the AV. However, owing
to their inherent unverifiability such DNN based solutions can
only provide empirical or probabilistic safety guarantees [10],
[11], [32]–[34]. Despite this limitation, DNN can be safely
integrated within the mission layer of SR due to the safety
guarantees of the safety layer. The two layers feature partially
overlapping functions with the safety layer fully responsible
for providing specific safety guarantees. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the SR architecture.

With the differentiated responsibilities, the mission layer’s
optimization goals become simplified. The mission layer does
not need to simultaneously attempt to cover all corner cases for
safety and can thus provide high performance for the common
case and optimize resource requirements. The safety layer in
SR provides specific safety guarantees, independent of faults
in the mission layer and the mission layer’s availability. Rather
than an all-or-nothing approach, the safety layer in SR allows
the handling of specific faults, incrementally and monotoni-
cally improving the safety of the system. The flexible design
helps incremental development and inclusion of solutions to
the crucial safety problems in AV.

In traditional systems with mission and safety layer sepa-
ration [16], [17], the two layers have distinct responsibilities
towards the overall system with no direct interactions. In ad-
dition to the same separation of responsibilities, SR uniquely
leverages close coordination between layers for synergistic
improvements for the whole system. As an example, the
safety layer bears the primary responsibility for safety and
hence overrides mission layer output when a safety-critical
fault is detected, however, for each fault it detects, safety-
critical or otherwise, the corresponding mission layer module
is informed, helping it correct the fault in short term and
improve its learned behaviors in the long term. Similarly,
owing to the complexity of all the tasks that an AV must

1For the sake of brevity, going forward the synergistic safety layer is
referred to as the safety layer. It should be noted that the synergistic safety
layer is different from other safety layer designs as described in Section II.

undertake, the safety layer can judiciously leverage mission
layer capabilities for corrective actions. When safety layer
constraints are violated, and no safety-critical faults have been
detected, mission layer capabilities can be leveraged to provide
a resolution with the least impact on system performance2.

We apply the SR architecture to address the problem of
obstacle existence detection. Safety in AV is a multifaceted
issue [1], [35]–[40]. However, real world collisions [12]–
[15], [41]–[52] show a recurring pattern of obstacle existence
detection faults [25]. Therefore, in this work, we apply SR
architecture to address this category of faults while discussing
a path to future resolution of other fault types.

We implement and evaluate this example design, using
Baidu’s Apollo [53] as the mission layer. Within the safety
layer, Depth Clustering by Bogoslavskyi and Stachniss [54],
[55], is used as the verifiable obstacle detection algorithm.
Verification of this algorithm’s capabilities, guarantees, and
constraints have been established in a prior work [25]. We
integrate the obstacle detection algorithm and implement fault
handlers within the software-in-the-loop simulation [56] us-
ing the LGSVL simulator [57]. LGSVL simulation provides
sensing and actuation interfaces to the simulated autonomous
agent, with the capability to run custom scenarios. We show
that the deterministic guarantees of verifiable algorithms for
obstacle detection in the safety layer can be used to protect
against respective faults in complex object detectors in the
mission layer (§V).

The key contributions of this work are:

• Synergistic Redundancy, an incremental, decoupled, and
synergistic safety architecture for complex cyber-physical
systems (§III).

• An AV-centric reference design of the SR architecture
for the safety-critical function of the obstacle existence
detection and frontal collision avoidance (§IV).

• Evaluation of the reference design using software-in-the-
loop simulation [56], emulating the obstacle existence
detection fault scenario common to real world colli-
sions [25] (§V).3

II. RELATED WORK

Redundancy is a crucial concept for creating reliable
safety-critical cyber-physical systems (CPS). Full system repli-
cation enables a system to tolerate and correct random or
systemic faults that an individual system cannot [58]–[65].
Various optimizations for internalizing redundancy to compu-
tational hardware have been explored, like lockstep execution
on different cores [66], [67], instruction level duplication
for CPU [68] or GPU [69] and checkpoint-based enhance-
ments [70]. These techniques reduce the computational over-
heads of redundant execution, however, the overhead still
scales with the size of the complete system, making the
overheads expensive, sometimes prohibitively, for large and

2Table I summarizes the synergistic cooperation in the reference design.
3https://github.com/CPS-IL/synergistic redundancy
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complex systems. However, simple redundancy does not ad-
dress faults shared by all replicas i.e. algorithmic or implemen-
tation faults [71]–[73]. There are many avenues of such faults
occurring in the system and causing disruptions [74], [75].
As powerful a tool as redundancy is, as long as all copies of
the system are using the same algorithms or implementations,
they will suffer the same algorithmic faults leading to a failure
of the CPS. This led to the development of functional or
analytical redundancy for fault-tolerant control [76]. Func-
tional redundancy is the use of different systems with different
implementations, inputs, capabilities, or algorithms to fulfill
the same function e.g., GPS and inertial navigation.

Control Simplex Architecture [16], [17], [77]–[79] applies
the concepts of functional redundancy and runtime monitoring
to the whole control system. Simplex leverages an inde-
pendently functional safety controller and a simple decision
module. The decision module monitors the system state,
switching from a high-performance controller to the safety
controller if the system is approaching an unsafe state. Simplex
architecture’s high performance and safety controllers are fully
functional and can independently fulfill the tasks of the system.
Simplex architecture is used for many safety-critical control
tasks like stability control in avionics. However, creating a
safety controller that can fulfill all functions required for an
AV’s operation without essentially replicating the existing AV
software stack has, as yet, not been possible.

Simplex adaptations have been designed for safe control
in presence of software and physical faults in AV [80]–[82].
However, the critical problem of perception is not addressed
and mission and safety modules remain completely separated.
As we show, closer coordination can enable synergistic im-
provements. The various Simplex controllers can be adopted
into the SR architecture for addressing specific faults or
providing additional verifiable capabilities. SL1-Simplex [81]
would be especially suitable to maintain the safe operating
velocity of the AV in presence of dynamic environmental and
physical conditions, providing low-level control support for
the limits and overrides imposed by the SR safety layer.

Neural Simplex architecture [83] shares some features with
SR. However, Neural Simplex is applied to low-level con-
tinuous control only, while in this work SR is applied to
perception with a path to end-to-end verifiable safety for
complex CPS. Neural Simplex’s cross-layer interaction is
limited to aiding improvements in the learned behaviors of
a reinforcement learning controller, as compared to the varied
synergistic co-operations in SR. SR also allows the safety
layer to cover specific faults of the mission layer rather than
complete functionality, enabling incremental integration.

Safe Autonomous Driving has been an active area of
research with varying approaches. System architectures have
been proposed that improve security and execution time pre-
dictability of parts of the mission software [84]–[86]. While
this greatly decreases the response latency variance for the
AV, it does not address faults born out of complex algorithms
and software pipelines. Techniques to improve driving poli-
cies [87], path planning [88]–[90], risk assessment [91]–[95],

steering or braking control [96]–[100] are still vulnerable to
perception failures. SR framework addresses the perception
failures first and is able to leverage the above advancements in
path planning and control by allowing their use in the mission
layer and even potentially incorporating them into the safety
layer if they meet the safety layer requirements.

Sensor Fusion is a popular form of functional redundancy
used in AV [101], [102] to address faults in obstacle detection.
Using different sensors for the shared function of perception
helps create a combined output that does not suffer from an
individual sensor’s limitations. As an example, objects not
distinguishable by visual perception using a camera input
may still be detected by radar. However, the intermingling
of safety and performance optimizations and limitations of
algorithms used to interpret sensor inputs have resulted in
lapses in perception and collisions [12]–[15], [41], [45]. Un-
foreseen interactions between features unnecessary for safety
and optimizations for performance have led to crashes [13].
SR safety layer algorithms have clear constraints based on the
sensor and algorithm properties. Sensor fusion can be used
to systematically cover different constraints enabling higher
availability of verified capabilities in adverse conditions.

Certified Control [103] is another approach to achieving
end-to-end verifiable safety in AV. While based on some
shared premise, i.e., unverifiability of DNN, small trusted
based and runtime monitoring, we assert that SR has specific
advantages over certified control. Certified control, based on
checking of proposed action vs sensor data, is necessarily post-
processing. In comparison, the SR safety layer runs parallel
to the mission layer enabling cooperation and synergies. In
the specific case of perception, the fast algorithm employed in
this work can reduce the workload for the mission layer and
provide fault information before subsequent tasks like path
planning have been completed. A benefit of certified control
over the presented design of SR is that the SR safety layer
overrides the mission layer actions when the mission layer
exhibits perception faults that pose a risk to the safe operation
of AV, where certified control would only do so when the
fault affects the proposed action of the AV. However, similarly
unnecessary overrides may happen in certified control when
there is an issue in certificate creation only. These overrides
are only a performance issue and do not impact the safety
of the AV. Admittedly, certificate checking can be integrated
into SR to expand the fault tolerance. However, where avail-
able, SR’s method of verifiable fulfillment of minimal safety
requirements will provide superior system performance and
safe actions available via the safety layer alone.

Summary. SR integrates the design philosophies of various
prior safety architectures for AV while providing the flexibility
of incremental addition of capabilities making it practical
and easy to include in existing AV software stacks. Many
existing approaches for safe control can be housed within this
architecture to expand the capabilities and fault handling of
the safety layer. This work provides a path to the integration
of various safety techniques in AV achieving a result that is
better than the sum of its parts.



III. SYNERGISTIC REDUNDANCY

Machine learning has enabled applications that might have
remained impossible otherwise. The complexity of the tasks
involved in such applications has made achieving similar
capabilities and performance with classical algorithms, as yet,
impossible. However, classical algorithms can fulfill specific
safety requirements for these tasks while being fully verifiable
for their behavior, as shown by our prior work [25]. SR pairs
machine learning fulfilled tasks with corresponding classi-
cal algorithms that provide specific safety guarantees while
improving upon both by enabling synergistic cooperations.
We first discuss the general model of SR architecture before
exploring how it can be applied toward resolving perception
faults in autonomous vehicles (AV). The defining components
of SR, as shown in Figure 1, are:

• Mission Layer (Mission): The mission layer is a complex
and high-performance agent capable of and responsible
for fulfilling the mission of the system, e.g., driving an
AV from a location to a destination.

• Safety Layer: The safety layer is responsible for pro-
viding specific safety guarantees. The safety layer must
satisfy the verification requirements for safety-critical
software, i.e., be logically analyzable and fully verifi-
able [30], [31]. The safety layer is not required to be
able to fulfill the mission of the system but rather only
to be able to reach a safe state. It is functionally divided
into two parts,
(a) Algorithms (SafeAlg) that provide specific capabili-
ties, e.g., obstacle existence detection in AV;
(b) Fault Handlers (FaultHandler) that leverage the al-
gorithms to detect and correct specific faults, e.g., false
negatives in object detection.

With the mission and safety layers the system is able to
fulfill its purpose while maintaining safety. We now describe
the system while defining requirements (Req) and optional
features (Optional) for the general design of SR architecture.

A. Isolation

One of the features of the safety and mission separation
design is the protection of the safety layer from system faults,
e.g., software crashes or panics, and temporal perturbations of
the mission layer. This is achievable via three methods

• Platform: The layers run on different hardware platforms.
• Baremetal: The layers run on the same platform but on

different core clusters, so the software stacks for the
layers are completely isolated.

• Hypervisor: The layers are isolated with type-1 baremetal
virtualization or type-2 hosted virtualization.

Additionally, such separation makes temporal predictability
easier to achieve for the safety layer, isolating any pertur-
bations from the mission layer. While this is an intrinsic
feature of the platform and baremetal separation, real-time
scheduling support for hypervisors has been developed in
prior works [104]. As detailed in Section II such isolation is
established technology, which we leverage in SR architecture.

B. Mission Layer

In SR, scarce few requirements are imposed on the mission
layer, enabling independent development of mission layer
components. The mission layer represents a high performance
complex autonomous system. In case of faults in the mission
layer, the continued fulfillment of the mission of the system
is not guaranteed. The mission capability of the CPS is
completely dependent on the mission layer. Hence, the mission
layer should be independently tested to be able to function in
common cases with reasonable confidence.

Mission-Req-1: Expose internal states and intermediate out-
puts to safety layer (§IV-B1). The specific interfaces required
are dependent on components of the safety layer. This is easily
achieved in publisher-subscriber models of communication.
State-of-the-art open source AV software, Apollo [53] and
Autoware [105], meet this requirement.

Mission-Optional-1: Utilize optimization hints from safety
layer (§IV-B2).

Mission-Optional-2: Utilize faults detected by safety layer
to correct mission layer behavior (§IV-B3).

Mission-Optional-3: Provide interfaces to capabilities, us-
able by the safety layer to request specific corrective actions,
too complex to be fully executed by the safety layer (§IV-B4).

C. Safety Layer

The safety layer hosts only verifiable and logically analyz-
able software. Since simplicity is a design goal for the safety
layer

1) Safety Algorithms: Safety algorithms fulfill tasks that
contribute to system safety and provide specific guarantees.

SafeAlg-Req-1: A list of capabilities (§IV-C1). This also in-
cludes any interfaces for required inputs and primary outputs.

SafeAlg-Req-2: A list of commitments or guarantees that
are provided by the algorithms(§IV-C2).

SafeAlg-Req-3: A list of constraints under which the com-
mitments are valid (§IV-C3).

2) Fault Handlers: Fault handlers must determine whether
safety and mission layer outputs are valid and initiate cor-
rective actions when faults are detected. Fault handling can
leverage other layers’ capabilities as long as faults are not
detected within them.

FaultHandler-Req-1: Ability to monitor adherence to safety
layer constraints (§IV-D1). In case of a constraint violation,
corrective actions to either restore adherence to the constraint
or handle the loss of safety layer capability.

FaultHandler-Req-2: For each capability in safety layer,
a method for fault detection, comparing mission and safety
outputs for the same functionality (§IV-D2).

FaultHandler-Req-3: For each fault that can be detected, a
logic for determining the criticality of the fault (§IV-D3).

FaultHandler-Req-4: Response to each fault that may be
detected (§IV-D4). Response to safety-critical faults must
be executable by verifiable software in safety, decision, and
control components. Lower criticality fault resolution can also
involve unverifiable software e.g., DNN in the mission layer.



TABLE I: Summary of Synergistic Interactions

Mission Layer ← Safety Layer

IV-B2, IV-C1 Optimize execution by work reduction and prioritiza-
tion.

IV-B3, IV-D2 Fault information for correction and online learning.

Safety Layer ← Mission Layer

IV-D4 Safe stop when safety algorithm constraints are vio-
lated but no safety-critical faults were detected.

IV. REFERENCE DESIGN

The previous section established the general structure of
SR. We now describe the application of SR to address
obstacle existence detection faults. As noted earlier, such faults
have been involved in real-world collisions. Specifically, we
describe how each requirement and optional feature of SR is
fulfilled and leads to the handling of these faults. Furthermore,
Table I summarizes synergistic interactions between the layers.

A. Scope and Assumptions

Obstacle existence detection fault or False Negative (FN)
refers to a condition where obstacles in the AV’s vicinity are
not perceived to exist. In a prior work [25] we surveyed all
autonomy-involved traffic collision fatalities and found that in
each case obstacle existence detection faults were determined
or suspected. The complete fault model used in this work is
elaborated with the help of fault tree analysis (FTA) [106].
Specifically, we show how the usage of SR for handling
obstacle existence faults changes the fault trees for AV, using
prior FTA for AV as base [107], [108]. Figure 2 describes
the components of the fault tree. High-reliability components
are composed of verifiable software only. Faults in high-
reliability components, colored green, have an exceedingly low
probability of occurring when their preconditions are being
met. This high confidence is based on their analyzable logic,
fully verifiable implementations, and runtime monitoring of
constraints. Figure 3 shows the specific faults addressed in
the presented design.

Each fault in Figure 3 that is not mitigated by a high-
reliability capability in the safety layer is an avenue for future
research. SR provides a flexible architecture where all such
future capabilities can be integrated, incrementally adding to
the safety guarantees.

We assume that all communication is real-time and lossless.
Data shared between layers is assumed to be always fresh
and valid for its use. Temporal safety i.e., real-time execution
and communication is an orthogonal concern to the functional
safety addressed in this work and has been the focus of prior
works [86], [109]–[111].

B. Mission Layer

The mission layer is an autonomous driving agent capable of
fulfilling the mission of the AV, i.e. driving from one point to
another while maintaining safety for most common scenarios.
However, if the safety layer detects a reason to override the

High Reliability Safety layer
Component 

AND Both input faults required for the fault
to propagate

OR If at least one input fault occurs, fault is
propagated

Fig. 2: Gates and color code used in the fault trees in Figure 3.

mission layer, the mission of the AV is abandoned till the
mission layer faults are mitigated. In this work, Baidu’s Apollo
5.0 [53] is used as the mission layer.

The clear separation of the mission layer from the safety
layer makes the SR framework forward compatible with all
improvements in the autonomous driving agents. While in this
work we do propose synergies between the two layers and
optimization opportunities in the mission layer, the changes in
the mission layer are not necessary for the safety guarantees
(§III-B Mission-Optional-1-3).

1) Mission-Req-1: The only requirement is for the mission
layer to expose its perception information to the safety layer,
which in the case of Apollo CyberRT [112] is easily achieved
by subscribing to these outputs.

2) Mission-Optional-1: Since the safety layer executes low
latency verifiable obstacle detection algorithms, it can provide
this output to the mission layer’s object detection, identifying
regions in the vicinity of the AV where obstacles exist and the
risk of collision posed by such obstacles. Recent works have
shown that such information can be used to enable significant
optimizations in mission-critical systems, e.g., mission layer in
SR. These optimizations reduce execution workload, latency,
and resource requirements of the mission-critical object detec-
tion DNN. They also enable careful prioritization of higher-
risk objects in the AV’s environment within the mission-critical
object detection pipeline.

Liu et al. [113], [114], Hu et al. [115], [116] and
Chen et al. [117] address the priority inversion inherent to
DNN. An external agent slices the input camera images into
regions and allocates priority to each region. The priorities
are then utilized by the machine intelligence software to
prioritize the processing of higher criticality regions. In AV,
such priority inversions exist in perception, wherein detection
of higher criticality objects in a scene suffers delays due to
the existence of lower criticality objects in the same frame.
Kang et al. [118] and Liu et al. [119] remove the use of
external region proposals. Instead, constant regions [118] or
predictive regions based on prior full frame detection and pixel
flows between frames [119] are used.

At this point, a natural question occurs, why don’t we
add a low latency obstacle detection logic to existing object
detection DNN and reap the performance benefits without the
comparatively complicated separation into mission and safety
layers? Such an approach would allow the benefits shown
in these works [113]–[117], but would compromise safety.
In absence of verifiable guarantees, external region proposal
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Fig. 3: Fault tree for AV [107], [108] modified by the inclusion of the safety layer. Figure 2 describes the gates used.
High-reliability safety layer components inhibit the propagation of corresponding faults by the mission layer.

agents may erroneously exclude safety critical obstacles. Fixed
regions as chosen by Kang et al. [118] accommodate the
common region of interest for driving but cannot account for
the complex dynamic nature of collision risk in AV potentially
delaying detection of critical obstacles. Self Cued region pro-
posal [119] has reduced mAP, even when considering critical
objects only, compared to contiguous full frame processing,
due to accumulation of uncertainty between inspections and
inaccuracies in the optical flow estimations. These potential
safety-critical faults are in addition to any algorithmic faults
that already exist in the base object detector DNN.

The safety layer designed in this work, utilizing verifiable
obstacle existence detection algorithms [25], would provide
deterministic guarantees of including all high criticality obsta-
cles within the proposed regions. Mission layer object detec-
tion benefits from reliable region proposals from the safety

layer, optimizing its execution, in turn providing detection
output for critical objects faster to any users of this output
in both mission and safety layers.

The separation of safety vs. mission layers also contributes
to the safe usage of these optimizations. Since the safety layer
can detect and respond to safety-critical obstacles, even when
the mission layer does not perceive their existence, i.e., in SR
any inadvertent FN errors caused by such optimizations affect
only the mission of the AV, not its safety.

3) Mission-Optional-2: Information about any non-critical
FN in mission layer output, detected in safety layer, can be
used by the mission layer object detector. It can prioritize the
region of FN, dedicate extra computation or process higher
resolution input for the region.

4) Mission-Optional-3: When safety layer constraints are
violated (§IV-D1), but no critical faults have been detected



prior to these violations, the AV can enter a degraded state.
In the absence of actual FN errors, emergency braking is an
unnecessarily extreme reaction. Instead, the safety layer can
change the mission of the AV, requesting a safe stop, e.g., pull
over to the side of the road.

C. Safety Layer - Algorithms

The algorithms used in the safety layer provide specific
capabilities and commitments, when their required constraints
are met. To address faults in obstacle existence detection we
use Depth Clustering, a LiDAR-based geometric algorithm,
developed by Bogoslavskyi and Stachniss [54], [55] and
analyzed in a prior work [25] to establish a detectability model
i.e., a deterministic model for when obstacles are detected.
This detectability model is used to determine the properties
below:

1) SafeAlg-Req-1: Capability to detect the existence of
obstacles, using LiDAR range images as input and provide
bounding boxes for obstacles. This output is made available
to the mission layer where it is usable to improve the object
detection pipeline, as discussed in Section IV-B2.

2) SafeAlg-Req-2: From our prior work [25], using pa-
rameters from the default LGSVL LiDAR sensor [120], the
following detectability model can be derived. Where y is
obstacle height and x is the distance from the LiDAR sensor
to the obstacle, the obstacle is always detected when the
following inequality holds:

y ≥ 0.037x− 0.034. (1)

While the exact model and reasoning are established in this
prior work [25], intuitively this model implies that given the
height of an obstacle, it is always detected when closer than
a specific limit. Note that the reverse is not necessarily true,
objects may still be detected when further away from this limit,
however, the guarantees no longer apply. The constants in (1)
are dependent on LiDAR and algorithm parameters, e.g., all
else being equal including the field of view, using a 64 beam
LiDAR will yield a longer detection range guarantee than a
LiDAR with 32 beams.

Let’s denote the maximum range of the LiDAR sensor in
clear weather by RLiDAR

max,clear. This is a sensor specification,
e.g., 75 meters for top LiDAR in Waymo Open Dataset [121].
Under clear weather conditions, this is the maximum detection
range of LiDAR, i.e.,

RLiDAR
max = RLiDAR

max,clear. (2)

Let’s further assume that there is a safety standard requiring
AV on the road to be able to detect obstacles till a minimum
height of HO. Using (1) the maximum range at which this
object of height HO can be detected can be determined. Let’s
denote this range as RO

max = HO+0.034
0.037 . The maximum range

at which obstacles can be reliably detected (Rmax) is then

Rmax = min(RO
max, R

LiDAR
max ). (3)

Equation (3) establishes the maximum detection range. How-
ever, as a safety policy and to accommodate for any error

allowances within the system, a safety margin can be added
to this range, denoted as DSafety. Combining this with (3)
we get the maximum stopping distance for the AV:

Dstop
max = Rmax −DSafety. (4)

Let’s further assume that the worst-case computational latency
of the AV software stack i.e., time delay between sensor
input to actuation commands being asserted is Lmax, and the
maximum safe deceleration of the AV is aavmax. The maximum
safe operating speed of the AV is then derived by solving:

Dstop
max = vsafemax (t+ Lmax)−

1

2
aavmaxt

2 (5)

vsafemax = aavmaxt (6)

where t is deceleration time. By substituting t in the first
equation with t =

vsafe
max

aav
max

found in the second equation, we
have

vsafemax = −aavmaxLmax +

√
(aavmaxLmax)2 + 2aavmaxD

stop
max.

(7)

3) SafeAlg-Req-3: The detectability model is valid under
three constraints, as below [25]. Example values are based on
LiDAR parameters from Waymo Open Dataset [121].

• obstacles must meet a minimum width requirement, i.e.,
horizontal separation between LiDAR beams.

• obstacles are further than first LiDAR return from the
ground more than 6.7 m away from the AV, which is
mitigated by leveraging additional low height close range
LiDAR as present in the dataset or proximity sensors.

• LiDAR beams must return from the first obstacle they
encounter, implying that there are no returns lost due
to energy dissipation and there are no returns closer
than actual obstacles. Weather impediments like fog or
rain can violate this constraint, therefore, we discuss the
handling of this constraint in Section IV-D1.

D. Safety Layer - Fault Handlers

1) FaultHandler-Req-1: As noted in Section IV-C the
primary dynamic constraint of the obstacle existence detection
that needs to be monitored is the validity of LiDAR returns.
This constraint can be violated when particulate impediments
in air, e.g., smoke, dust, or fog, reflect and dissipate LiDAR
beam energy, causing false early or lost returns [122]–[125].
The detection of these conditions is an orthogonal problem
with significant prior solutions [126]–[130]. Note that we only
consider benign faults, not LiDAR spoofing attacks [131]–
[134], which can also violate this constraint.

The first solution is velocity limitation to ensure that the
obstacle detection guarantees cover the safe stopping distance
of the AV. The power of LiDAR attenuates per Beers-Lambert
Law [135]:

τ(R) =
P (R)

P (0)
= e−σR (8)

where P (R), P (0) refer LiDAR power at distance R and
0, respectively. The value σ is the attenuation coefficient



that characterizes how strongly a medium absolves the wave
signals. The attenuation coefficient is calculated by the Kruse
model [136]

σ(λ) =
17.35

V
(

λ

0.55
)−q

where V is the visibility which depends on air quality and
condition, such as fog and haze. The parameter λ is the
wavelength of the signals in the micrometer. A typical LiDAR
wavelength is either 905 nm or 1550 nm. The parameter q
depends on visibility [137] as

q =


1.6 V > 50 km
1.3 6 km < V < 50 km

0.16V + 0.34 1 km < V < 6 km
V − 0.5 0.5 km < V < 1 km

0 V < 0.5 km

Knowing the LiDAR’s visibility under the current weather
condition is critical because the short-sighted perception will
delay the vehicle’s response and limit the ability to respond to
obstacles. We emphasize this limitation but leave the accurate
calculation of the measurable range as future work because
this is out of the current paper’s scope and has been studied
in prior works [138]. Instead, we provide a rule of thumb as
follows.

Lemma 1. Assume RLiDAR
max,current ≤ RO

max, where
RLiDAR

max,current is the maximum range of the LiDAR under
the current weather condition. Given nominal maximum mea-
surable distance of LiDAR Rmax and attenuation coefficient
σclear under clear weather, one can find the maximum safe
velocity as follows:

vsafemax = −aavmaxLmax+√
(aavmaxLmax)2 + 2aavmax(

σclear

σcurrent
RLiDAR

max,clear −DSafety).

(9)

Proof. Regardless of the weather condition, minimum observ-
able signal power remains identical to the same LiDAR device,
i.e., there exists τmin in (8). Therefore, we have

τmin = e−σclearR
LiDAR
max,clear = e−σcurrentR

LiDAR
max,current

for clear weather and current weather. By comparing the
exponent, we have the maximum measurable distance of
LiDAR under the current weather as follows:

RLiDAR
max,current =

σclear

σcurrent
RLiDAR

max,clear. (10)

By definition, σclear ≤ σcurrent. Combining (2) and (10) with
the above observation, during current weather conditions we
get

RLiDAR
max = RLiDAR

max,current ≤ RLiDAR
max,clear. (11)

The assumption RLiDAR
max,current ≤ RO

max, (3) and (11) imply
that:

Rmax = RLiDAR
max,current (12)

By plugging (12) into (4) and (7), we have (9).

Lemma 1 provides an intuitive rule of thumb about max-
imum velocity change under different weather conditions.
Assume the computational latency is small enough (i.e.,
Lmax ≃ 0), and ignore the safety margin (i.e., DSafety ≃ 0).
Then, the maximum safe velocity in (9) is found by

vsafemax =

√
σclear

σcurrent

√
2aavmaxR

LiDAR
max,clear

Given the fact that the typical attenuation coefficients are 0.1
for clear air, 1 for haze, and 10 for fog [137], the vehicle
should reduce its maximum speed to

√
0.1/10 = 1/10 for

dense fog and
√

0.1/1 ≃ 1/3 for haze, compared to the
safe speed limit under clear weather,

√
2aavmaxR

LiDAR
max,clear if

RLiDAR
max,clear ≤ RO

max. On the other hand, if RLiDAR
max,clear >

RO
max, then we have

vsafemax >

√
σclear

σcurrent

√
2aavmaxR

O
max.

Therefore, reducing speed limit to
√

0.1/10 = 1/10 for dense
fog and

√
0.1/1 ≃ 1/3 for haze, compared to the safe speed

limit under clear weather,
√

2aavmaxR
O
max, guarantees safety

as well. It is worth emphasizing that this calculation is valid
for the maximum safe velocity limit, i.e., one does not need
to reduce the speed further if its original speed is already
within the adjusted safe velocity range. It is also notable that
the braking deceleration aav in Lemma 1 can change under
adverse weather conditions, e.g., due to icy roads, reducing
the maximum safe velocity further.

On the other hand, adverse weather can result in false
positive reflections of Lidar, which can trigger the safety layer
to conduct emergency stops. Reducing speed may help avoid
emergencies by allowing the mission layers to deal with more
cases. False positive can degrade the performance but is not
safety critical. Furthermore, false positive returns occur in very
close proximity, i.e., within one ft from the Lidar, as shown in
Fig. 5 in [122], where catastrophic weather has been studied
with visibility between 13 m and 45 m.

2) FaultHandler-Req-2: To determine obstacle existence
faults in the mission layer’s object detection output, it is
compared against the obstacle detection output from the
safety layer algorithm. The comparison uses the minimized
requirements for obstacle detection, as established in the prior
work [25]. Intuitively, using the minimized requirements, we
evaluate whether all the obstacles detected by the safety layer
algorithm are adequately detected by the mission layer, and if
any obstacle is not, a fault is detected.

3) FaultHandler-Req-3: To determine the appropriate re-
action to a fault, first, its severity must be established. For
any obstacle existence detection fault, it must be ascertained
if this obstacle poses a risk for collision with the AV. We use a
physical model for collision risk from our prior works [139],
wherein an obstacle is determined to pose a risk of collision if
their existence regions [140] overlap within the time to stop the
AV. A fault involving an obstacle that poses a risk of collision
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Fig. 4: Simulation setup for evaluations showing hardware and
software stack. The shaded components were developed by the
authors for this evaluation, except the Depth Clustering [54],
[55] obstacle detection algorithm in safety layer. The mission
and safety layers are as shown in Figure 5.

is safety-critical. It should be noted that any deterministic and
worst case conservative model for risk can be substituted here.

4) FaultHandler-Req-4: There are several actions imposed
based on operations conditions and faults detected.

a) Velocity Limitation: To accommodate for algorithmic
constraint (§IV-C), velocity is limited to maintain the validity
of obstacle existence detection algorithm, as described in (7)
and (9), .

b) Safety-critical Obstacle existence detection fault: An
emergency brake is applied to avoid the potential collision.

c) Non-critical Obstacle existence detection fault: Fault
information is made available to the mission layer but no
action is initiated.

d) Mission Abandon: When physical impediments be-
come too dense for the validity of the obstacle detection
algorithm to be maintained with velocity limitation, but no
obstacle existence detection faults have been determined, The
safety layer can change the mission of the AV, directing it to
reach a safe stopping position.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate the efficacy of the SR system design by
showcasing its behavior with a simulation. Figure 4 shows
an overview of the simulation setup and Figure 5 shows an
overview of the layer components.

• Environment: LGSVL [57] environmental simulator con-
trolled with LGSVL Python APIs [142].

• Mission Layer: This layer is Apollo 5.0 [53] Driving
agent, from its LGSVL fork [56]. We route control
commands generated by Apollo through the safety layer
control component, as shown in Figure 5.

• Safety Layer: Safety layer includes obstacle existence
detection using Depth Clustering [54], [55] (§IV-C), and

Mission Layer

Safety Layer

Perception

Sensors

Localization

Actuators

HD Map

ControlFault 
Handlers

Obstacle
Detection

PlanningPrediction

Control or Data Communication 
 
 

Human Machine
InterfaceMonitor

Control

Fig. 5: Control and Data Pipeline of an Autonomous Driving
system within Synergistic Redundancy framework. The mis-
sion layer uses Baidu’s Apollo 5.0 Driving Agent [141].

the fault handling logic (§IV-D). The safety layer runs on
the same machine as Mission Layer for this evaluation.
Isolation between the layers with resultant computational
and communication implications will be addressed in
future work.

For this evaluation we setup the autonomous agent in 4
different configurations:

• Mission: Apollo 5.0 i.e., mission layer controls the AV.
The safety layer is disabled. This scenario provides the
baseline for the mission capabilities of the system.

• SR (Mission Crash): Mission layer becomes unavailable
at t = 0. Hence safety layer would apply an emergency
brake as the simulation starts and the braking will become
effective after the control delay. Similar functionality
is also provided by Apollo’s Guardian module. This
case represents an ideal emergency braking response and
provides the synthetic ideal best case for safety.

• SR (Fault Injected): Mission layer is available and its
control is routed via the safety layer. However, within the
safety layer’s fault handlers, obstacle existence detection
faults are synthetically injected, causing the safety layer
to start braking when the obstacle is detected. Safe
handling of obstacle existence detection faults is the
primary focus of this work (§IV-A), however, the causes
of such faults are beyond the scope.

• SR: The SR system with no instrumentation.
Due to their varied capabilities and responsibilities, the

intention here is not to compare the mission and safety layer
behaviors, rather Mission setup provides a baseline for the
mission behavior and SR (Mission Crash) setup provides
a best case response, under the dynamics of the scenario
and that of the simulation vehicle Lincoln MKZ 2017 [143].
Finally, using simulation parameters, RLiDAR

max,clear = 100 m,
DSafety = 0.1 m, aavmax = 7.5 m/s2, Lmax = 0.01 s,
and HO = 0.75 m for the back of a sedan with (7) we get
vsafemax = 17.71 m/s.
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Fig. 6: Evaluation scenario where the AV approaches a
stationary obstacle. The AV is moving with some initial
velocity v when at a distance d away from the obstacle. We let
various configurations of SR control the AV from this point
(§V-A). Each such run leads to either a collision between the
AV and the obstacle, AV stopping safely before the obstacle
or the AV safety overtaking the obstacle.

TABLE II: Outcomes

Requirement Collision Safe Stop Safe Pass

Safety Violated ✗ Met ✓ Met ✓
Mission Violated ✗ Abandoned ✗ Met ✓

A. Scenario

Let’s consider a synthetic scenario as shown in Figure 6.
The scenario starts with the AV moving with some initial
velocity, v(0) ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40} m/s. Another
vehicle is placed in the AV’s path at an initial distance,
d(0) ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100} m. For all times
t > 0 only the autonomous agent stack controls the AV.

The AV is given the mission to pass the obstacle without
colliding with it, i.e., AV’s mission is to both pass the
obstacle and avoid collisions. The safety requirement during
this mission is to avoid any collisions.

B. Result Overview

The simulation yields the following outcomes, as also
summarized in Table II:

• Collision x : safety requirement is violated and mission
of the AV cannot be fulfilled

• Safe Stop : safety requirement of no collisions is
maintained but the mission of AV could not be fulfilled.

• Safe Pass + : safety requirement and mission are fulfilled.
• Invalid: In some instances, vehicle control becomes un-

stable, leading to the vehicle going out of the road
boundaries. This occurs most commonly at high initial
velocities. Such instances are marked invalid and their
results are not included in the rest of this section. For
each v(0) d(0) combination, among the 10 repetitions, at
least one valid result was recorded.

We now compare the prevalence of these outcomes, among the
different autonomous agent configurations. Figure 7a shows
the outcomes when initial velocity is below the safe limit,
i.e., v(0) ≤ vsafemax and Figure 7b shows the outcomes when
initial velocity is above the safe limit, i.e., v(0) > vsafemax . In
each figure, the count (Y-Axis) is the number of instances out
of the total 800 that lead to the specific outcome (X-Axis),
excluding Invalid.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of scenario outcomes. The X-Axis shows
the three possible outcomes, i.e., Collision, Safe Stop, and Safe
Pass, summarized in Table II. The Y-Axis counts how often,
among all the simulation instances for each configuration, the
specific outcome was observed. The scenarios are described
in Section V-A.

Discussion. When v ≤ vsafemax SR (Fault Injected) behaves
identical to the best case configuration SR (Mission Crash).
This observation supports the primary claim of this work, i.e.,
deterministic safety limits and collision avoidance when faced
with obstacle existence detection faults.

However, when the mission layer detects the obstacle but
is unable to avoid the collision, by design the safety layer
does not intervene. With the capability of obstacle existence
detection (§IV-C1), the safety layer can only ensure that the
mission layer’s perception detects the obstacle. Due to the lack
of planning and control capabilities in the presented design,
the safety layer here cannot determine if given the correct
perception input mission layer has not chosen the optimal path.
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Fig. 8: Each data point here represents the worst case outcome of the 10 repetitions conducted for each configuration and
combinations of d(0) (X-Axis), v(0) (Y-Axis). The shaded green area, defined by v(0) ≤

√
2 ∗ 7.5 ∗ d(0), represents the

distance and velocity combinations at which it is physically possible for the AV to avoid a collision, assuming constant
deceleration of 7.5 m/s2 and zero response latency. x represents that a collision occurred, denotes that no collisions were
observed and + denotes the AV was able to pass the obstacle. The blue dashed line notes vsafemax = 17.71 m/s.

When v > vsafemax the max range at which the obstacle
is detected by the safety layer obstacle detection algorithm
(RO

max) is not guaranteed to be a sufficient distance for the
AV to brake to stop. Safe stops still happen because

(i) although not guaranteed, due to the discrete nature of
LiDAR beams obstacles may be detected beyond RO

max;
(ii) false positives cause unnecessary early braking which in

this case creates additional slack time for collision avoidance;
(iii) when d(0) is large, the mission layer’s actuation com-

mands reduce AV speed to match its planning and control
goals, helping avoid collisions.

Finally, the safety layer in SR does not share the mission
layer’s goal of completing the AV’s mission. Hence, when mis-
sion layer has any faults, SR (Mission Crash) and SR (Fault
Injected), the mission of the AV, Safe Pass, is abandoned.

C. Detailed Results

We now discuss the results for this scenario in detail with
scatter plots, as shown in Figure 8. Among all valid outcomes
for each v(0), d(0) combination if any instance results in a
collision, the result notes that data point as a Collision (x).
Only when all repetitions are able to safely pass the obstacle
the noted result is a Safe Pass (+). When no collisions occur
and at least one instance does not lead to a safe pass, the result
is noted to be Safe Stop ( ).
vsafemax = 17.71 m/s is indicated by blue horizontal lines in

each plot. The shaded area (v(0) ≤
√
2 ∗ 7.5 ∗ d(0)) notes

the best possible braking response, assuming aavmax = 7.5
m/s2. This ignores any computation latency or dynamics of
the simulation. Figure 8 (b) is the synthetic best case for
safety where the AV applies maximum brake at the start of
the simulation run. Figure 8 (a) is the mission baseline.

Discussion. Figure 8 (c) captures the SR behavior under
obstacle existence detection faults, the focus of this work
(§IV-A). This result substantiates the vsafemax = 17.71 m/s safe
operating limit established earlier. Figure 8 (d) shows that the

TABLE III: Computational Latency Comparison

Module Average Worst Case

Mission Layer

Segmentation 69362 µs 128634 µs
Fusion 922 µs 3665 µs

Safety Layer

Obstacle Detection 7273 µs 38391 µs
Fault Handlers 387 µs 9801 µs

SR system is able to improve safety while also maintaining
the vehicle’s capability to complete the mission.

D. Computational Latency

A useful comparison between safety and mission layer
components is their relative execution latency. The results are
presented in Table III. The values only include the computa-
tional latency and do not include any time a module spends
waiting for inputs.

Discussion. Safety layer components have significantly
lower latency than those in the mission layer. This is a
direct result of the reduced requirements that safety layer
components need to fulfill. The low latency supports a faster
response to external stimuli and the optimizations discussed
in Section IV-B2.

VI. DISCUSSION

Trade-offs. The improved safe operating capabilities of
the AV come at the cost of degradation of comfort and
performance, e.g., due to reduced speed and increased braking.
However, such impacts are direct results of hardware and
software parameters. An advantage of using verifiable and
logically analyzable software is that for each parameter the
impact of different values can be determined analytically. For
example, using a LiDAR with a larger sensor array will lead
to higher safe speed limits (vsafemax ), albeit at additional sensor
and compute hardware costs.



Verifiable Capabilities. The safety layer capabilities and
commitments discussed in this work are limited. However, this
is a limitation of the verification model of the algorithm [25]
and not the SR architecture. As the verification model of
the safety algorithms is expanded; reducing their constraints,
reducing false positives while maintaining deterministic guar-
antees against false negatives and removing dependencies on
obstacle properties; these improved verifiable capabilities can
be integrated within SR.

Minimalistic Safety Layer. Safety layer components are
designed to fulfill required tasks only, no optional features
are included in the safety layer. This helps reduce the size of
the safety layer software, simplifying software validation.

Platform Separation. As discussed in Section III-A, fault
and temporal isolation between SR layers is an important
requirement. In future works, we will study the platform sep-
aration of SR layers and the resultant challenges in real-time
communication between the layers. The minimalist design of
the safety layer software also allows it to run on low-cost
embedded platforms, making it inexpensive to have hardware
redundancy for the safety layer [64].

Planning and Control. In this work, we have focused on
addressing perception faults first due to their role in real-world
collisions. However, for end-to-end verifiable safety in AV,
path planning and control also need to be addressed. In future
works, we will evaluate existing safety solutions for planning
and control for their suitability for use with SR.

Cost Reduction. SR not only improves safety in AV but also
reduces costs. The deterministic guarantees simplify mission
layer testing efforts and cost. It de-emphasizes the utility
of hardware redundancy in the mission layer by making it
safe to have a single mission layer copy, protected with
highly redundant safety layers running on low-cost embedded
platforms.

Incremental Design. SR allows incremental integration of
fault handling capabilities, incrementally, but monotonically,
improving the safety of the AV, while paving a path to end-to-
end safety. As a consequence of this incremental design, safety
overrides must be applied judiciously, only when a specific
fault, handled within the safety layer, is detected. For example,
consider a scenario when a deer suddenly jumps in front of the
AV using the SR layer design for obstacle existence detection
presented in this work. When the mission layer is unable to
detect the existence of the deer, the safety layer overrides
the control and applies brakes. This has multiple beneficial
effects. The collision may be completely avoided or failing
that the collision impact velocity is reduced. The time before
the collision is increased, giving the mission layer more time to
detect the deer and plan alternatives. However, if the mission
layer does detect the existence of the deer, the safety layer
removes its override, even if doing so leads to a collision with
the deer. Within the presented design, the safety layer does not
have the capability to determine the best possible path for the
AV. A collision with deer can be the best response, avoiding
more serious collisions with other vehicles. The safety layer,
as presented in this work, does not have the capability to make

this distinction and therefore does not intervene. However, as
path planning capabilities are added to the safety layer, fast
detections can be leveraged to initiate a collision-avoidance
action with low latency (Table III).

Future Works. This paper presents the general design for
SR and a reference design for obstacle existence detection
faults. However, as shown by Figure 3, significant future
research, developing verifiable capabilities, synergistic inter-
actions, and integration within SR architecture, are required
to achieve end-to-end verifiable safety in AV.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work presents Synergistic Redundancy (SR), a system
architecture for verifiably safe complex cyber-physical sys-
tems. SR framework consists of a high-performance mission
layer that is able to fulfill all functions of the system inde-
pendently and a synergistic safety layer capable of keeping
the system safe using verifiable software only. Synergistic co-
operations between the layers further enhance their behaviors
and therefore the whole system.

In autonomous vehicles (AV), safety in DNN-based percep-
tion is a critical challenge. In this work, the SR architecture
is applied to AV towards a verifiable deterministic solution of
obstacle existence detection faults, a crucial safety problem in
AV. SR allows safe deployment of DNN with their incredible
capabilities for perception in AV while protecting the system
from infrequent, though critical, faults. While we directly
address collision avoidance in the face of obstacle existence
detection faults only, SR architecture is open to the inclusion
of other fault tolerance capabilities, inviting future works.
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